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The Coronal Heating Problem

1943: Fe IX and Ca XIV lines identified in the corona by Edlén & Grotrian  

Corona consists of fully ionised plasma

What physical mechanism(s) balance 
thermal conduction, radiative and solar wind 
losses?

Coronal hole:  
Quiet Sun 
Active region

Withbroe & Noyes (77)

SDO/AIA 171

8⇥ 105

3⇥ 105

107

erg cm�2 s�1



Coronal Heating Mechanisms
Kuperus (61) - Withbroe & Noyes (77) - Narain & Ulmschneider (90;96) - Kuperus, Ionson, Spicer 
(81) - Aschwanden (04) - Klimchuk (06) - Parnell & De Moortel (12) - De Moortel & Browning (15) 

perturbation time > < reorganisation time

Source: photospheric driver

DC mechanisms (>)

Direct dissipation of magnetic stresses  
- Reconnection 
- Current cascade 
- Viscous turbulence

AC mechanisms (<)

Waves 
- Alfvénic resonance 
- Resonance absorption 
- Phase-mixing

Sturrock & Uchida (81) 
Parker (83) 

Van Ballegooijen (86) 
Heyvaerts & Priest (92) 

etc.

Ionson (78) 
Hollweg (87) 

Goossens et al. (92,95) 
Heyvaerts & Priest (83) 

 etc.

Discussion in terms of mutually exclusive  
AC or DC mechanisms  

beside the point



A Note on Theoretical/Numerical Modelling
Simple models with simple analytical solutions/scalings

Global Numerical Models

Intermediate models - nonlinear physical processes

-  Reasonable modelling of relevant physical processes 

- 1D to 3D information - useful observational signatures 

- Basic, detailed understanding  of physical processes 

- Not very useful signatures for comparison to observations
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- Prescribed/observed boundaries/drivers + numerical solution 

- Global information - useful obs. signatures - prediction 

- Make possible to include almost any physical ingredient

Sim
plicity



New Approaches in Coronal Heating
De Moortel & Browning (15)

Key Aspects                                  Klimchuk 
Observations           Schmelz & Winebarger 
Stellar Activity                                   Testa + 
Nanoflares                                       Cargill + 
3D Numerical Models                         Peter 
Magnetic Topology                        Parnell + 
Magnetic Reconnection             Longcope + 
Flux Braiding                         Wilmot-Smith 
Shock Heating                 Bareford & Hood 
Waves                                              Arregui 
Partial Ionisation             Martínez-Sykora + 
Turbulence                                        Velli +

12 Review Articles

Waves - Nanoflares - AW Turbulence 

Observations, modelling and their comparison  

This Talk



Wave Activity 

Existence of wave-like dynamics beyond question

Rosenberg (70); Trottet+(79) …  Aschwanden+(99); Nakariakov+(99); De Pontieu+(07); Okamoto+(07); 
Cirtain+(07); McIntosh+(11); Morton+(12,13,14); Arregui+(12); Threlfall+(13); Mathioudakis+(13)…

Time/spatial variation of spectral line properties / imaged emission 

Coronal Loops AR Corona
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Prominence plasmasX-ray JetsChromospheric Spicules

+ chromospheric bright points/mottles + coronal hole structures + filament threads…  

SST, DST, CoMP, SoHO, TRACE, Hinode, STEREO, SDO, Hi-C, IRIS: increased detail/coverage  



 Alfvén Waves in Spicules
e.g. De Pontieu+(07,12): Okamoto & De Pontieu (11); Morton (14)

Excellent candidates for wave energy and mass transport to the corona

Present everywhere / all the time 

Pereira et al. (2014) - IRIS & Hinode SOT

Physical connection at interface

De Pontieu +(12) - Hinode SOT

Wave damping  
Morton (2014)

Complex Dynamics 
Lateral Swaying                 15-20 km/s 
Upward Mass Motions     50-100 km/s   
Torsional Motions             25-30 km/s

Talks  
T. Arber 

I. De Moortel



 Alfvén waves in TR and corona McIntosh et al. (2011) SDO/AIA

Energetic enough to power solar wind and heat quiet corona
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Figure 2 | Examining Alfvénic motion in coronal hole (top row) and quiet
Sun (bottom row) regions. a–e, SDO/AIA space–time plots of unsharp
masked intensity in the 304-Å (a, d) and 171-Å (b, e) channels 15 Mm above
the solar limb (Supplementary Movies 3 and 4). c, f, Monte Carlo simulations
for Alfvénic waves with periods of 150–600 s and amplitudes of 25 (65; c) and
20 (65; f) km s21. These simple simulations indicate that the spatio-temporal

superposition of many independent bright features carrying Alfvénic waves
with random phases leads to poor visibility of the extrema, or ‘swings’ of the
sinusoidal motion. This is because many of the sinusoidal swings are
superimposed on top of features that do not show any apparent lateral motion
(the polarization of the Alfvénic wave is along the line-of-sight).
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Figure 1 | Ubiquitous Alfvénic motion above the solar limb. Space–time
plots of SDO/AIA data, demonstrating the visibility of the ubiquitous transverse
waves 34 Mm above the solar limb in a coronal hole. a, Radial distance–position
angle map, showing intensity in the 304-Å channel; the location studied is
shown by the dashed horizontal line between the two vertical dashed lines. The
intensity images (b, 304-Å channel) and mean-subtracted intensity images

(d, 171-Å channel) show a number of oscillatory structures that are enhanced
using unsharp masking (c and e, respectively). We highlight one oscillation as
an example; it is shown enclosed in a red rectangle, and is compatible with
propagation along the spicule (f, 304-Å channel), and with propagating coronal
disturbance (g, 171-Å channel). A sine wave with a period of 180 s and an
amplitude of 24 km s21 is drawn on f and g as a visual aid for the reader.
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coronal hole and quiet corona ((5–10) 310213 kg m23; Supplementary
Information), we determine energy flux densities of the order of 100–
200 W m22 at a height of 15 Mm. The observed phase speeds and
densities are compatible with the presence of magnetic fields of the
order of 10 G.

The SDO/AIA observations of transition-region and coronal emis-
sion have permitted the measurement of the amplitude, period and
phase speed of ubiquitous transverse waves. The estimated energy flux
is sufficient to provide the energy necessary to drive the fast solar wind8

and overcome the radiative losses of the quiet solar corona9.
The estimated energy flux of low-frequency Alfvénic waves in denser

active region loops (,100 W m22; Supplementary Information) is not
sufficient to provide the entire 2,000 W m22 required to power the
active corona9. However, we warn that the phase speed of the distur-
bances seen in the active corona may be significantly under-reported,
because bidirectional waves on the loops17 can reduce the amplitude
and phase speed. Further, we believe that instrumentation of higher
spatial and temporal resolution than that of the SDO/AIA are required
to study the full spectrum of wave energy (including higher frequencies)
in active regions, because of the smaller length scales and shorter period

waves that are likely to exist there (Fig. 3). Therefore, the effect of
Alfvénic waves on the energy balance of the active solar corona remains
unclear, although our observations suggest that low-frequency Alfvénic
waves do not carry enough energy to significantly affect active region
heating.

Our results (for the quiet corona and coronal holes) suggest that a
‘two-stage’ process may be at play in the quiescent solar atmosphere.
The first stage is an initial heating and injection of plasma from the
lower atmosphere. This is supplemented by the second stage, which
involves the dissipation of the Alfvénic waves; this dissipation can
sustain the temperatures (,106 K) of the coronal material in the quiet
Sun, or accelerate the solar wind in a coronal hole. Such a secondary
energy source in the magnetically closed regions of the corona can
explain the gentle, steady evaporation of material from the upper
chromosphere and transition region that is driven by downward ther-
mal conduction18, as well as the stark spectroscopic contrast between
the two19,20. Although caution is clearly necessary, the scheme we
propose may not be too far-fetched: recent observational evidence of
dissipation of Alfvénic waves in the quiet corona17, and many models,
suggest that the transfer of energy from low-frequency Alfvénic waves
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Figure 3 | Examining Alfvénic motion in an active region of the Sun. An
active region loop system was observed in the SDO/AIA 171-Å channel
(a, taken on 25 April 2010, at 02:00 UT; Supplementary Movies 5–7). By
isolating the coronal loops in the study region (boxed in a, shown magnified

and unsharp masked in b), we demonstrate the variation of the signal at one
location (the dashed vertical line). From this we produce a space–time plot
(c) for comparison with a Monte Carlo simulation (d; amplitude 565 km s21,
period 100–400 s).
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Figure 4 | Determining the phase speed of the Alfvénic motions. By cross-
correlating the space–time plots at different heights above the limb, we can
measure the phase speed of the observed disturbances and their error computed
from an ensemble of cross-correlations about that height (dashed regions;
Supplementary Information). Data are shown for coronal holes (a), quiet Sun
(b) and along a coronal loop complex in an active region (c). In a and b we show
results from both SDO/AIA channels (304 Å and 171 Å; c shows 171-Å results
only. We see that the profiles of coronal hole and quiet Sun phase speed

determined from transition region emission rise to ,250 km s21 at a distance
of 20 Mm above the solar limb, which is consistent with chromospheric
measurements10. The continued increase to ,1,000 km s21 at a distance 40 Mm
above the limb is consistent with previous coronal phase speed determinations7.
The phase speed determined for the active region studied is of the order of
600 km s21, and a small variance (,50 km s21) is observed along the loop
structures.
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Energy Flux (Order of Magnitude) Estimate

Region Amplitude 
(km/s)

Period 
(s)

Phase Speed 
(km/s)

Power 
(Wm-2)

Required 
(Wm-2)

Coronal Hole 25 ± 5 150 - 600 ~300 (@15Mm) ~100 - 200 100 - 200

Quiet Sun 20 ± 5 150 - 600 ~250 (@15Mm) ~100 - 200 100 - 200

Active Region 5 ± 5 100 - 400 ~600 ~100 ~2,000

For Densities
ρ QS/CH = 5-10x10-13 kg/m3

ρ AR = 5-10x10-12 kg/m3

Wave Filling Factor “f” ~ 1

EA = f ρ v2 VA

{

Estimated Wave Phase Speed VA 
Estimated Wave Amplitude v 

Thursday, March 15, 2012

Spicules on the limb  

He II 304 A

Motions visible in TR/corona share a common origin (De Pontieu+07,09,11)

Coronal 
disturbances 

Fe IX 171 A



Tomczyk+(07), Tomczyk & McIntosh (09)

   Propagating Alfvén waves with 
phase speeds ~ 1 - 4 Mm/s

Doppler velocity fluctuations 

          <v> ~ 0.3 km/s 

No intensity fluctuations 

  ~ incompressible wave
Nakariakov et al. (1999)

Coronal Alfvén Waves

 Do not seem to carry enough energy to heat ambient plasma ~0.01 W/m2

Signatures of in situ damping (discrepancy inward/outward power) 

Intensity Line 
width

Doppler
Filtered 
Doppler

CoMP 
 (intensity - LOS velocity - linear polarization)

1.05-1.35 RSUN

Coronal disturbances present  
    everywhere / at all times



 Alfvén Wave Damping in Polar Coronal Hole Regions

First measurement of energy carried /dissipated by Alfvén waves in a coronal hole  

Spectroscopic diagnostics - non-thermal line width variation with heigh

Non-thermal velocity Energy Flux

expected for undamped

Hahn & Savin (13) using Hinode/EIS data - analysis of non-thermal line widths with height

Corrected from  area expansion



 Wave Heating in Prominence Plasmas
Okamoto+(15) & Antolin+(15)                                             IRIS + Hinode 

Claim first direct evidence for resonant wave heating in a solar prominence

Coherence in transverse direction 
180 degrees phase difference between transverse  
motions in POS and LOS velocities 
Moving threads fade away in Ca II H  and co-spatial 
threads appear in the hotter Si IV emission



Resonant Damping of Transverse Waves
Ionson (78); Hollweg & Yang (88); Goossens+(02); Ruderman & Roberts (02); Goossens+(09;12,14); Pascoe+(10,11)

Transfer of wave energy from large to small scales

* Mechanisms relies on non-uniform medium across magnetic field 
* Eventual heating at the tube boundary in tubes (non-uniformly distributed otherwise) 
* Works for both standing/propagating waves - produces time/spatial damping

3D non-linear  - Terradas+(08a) 3D multistranded  - Terradas+(08b)

Cross-sectional view of waveguide

Density

Vorticity

Energy

Poster  
M. Montes-Solis

Talk 
P. Pagano 



Energy Flow and Damping

Time averaged energy flux into the resonance

ρ ρei

R

l

B B

z

r
ϕ

 L

A&A 533, A60 (2011)

Fig. 8. a) Damping time, normalised to the full tube damping time,
as a function of the length of the thread, for ρev = ρc. b) Damping
time, normalised to the full tube damping time, as a function of the den-
sity in the evacuated part of the tube, for Lthread = 0.2L. In both figures
lines correspond to the numerically computed damping times and the
symbols are the values obtained through the energy analysis described
in Sect. 3.3.

Of course, the full numerical solution provides us with more ac-
curate results, but as Fig. 8 illustrates the agreement between
both methods is excellent.

A convenient way to further understand the energy flux at the
resonance and the dynamics of resonantly damped kink modes is
to compute the spatial distribution of the time-averaged Poynting
flux in our two-dimensional domain by making use of the gen-
eral expression

⟨S⟩ = 1
2

Re(E × b∗), (14)

with E = −(u × B) + η j the perturbed electric field, b∗ =
(b∗r , b

∗
ϕ, b
∗
z ) the complex conjugate of the perturbed magnetic

field, and j = (∇×b)/µ the current. In contrast to the energy anal-
ysis above, we now make use of the full numerical computations.
In terms of the wave fields analysed in Sect. 3.2, the two com-
ponents of the time-averaged Poynting vector in the (r, z)-plane
can be cast as

⟨S r⟩ =
1
2

B
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η
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Fig. 9. a) Spatial distribution in the (r, z)-plane of the time-averaged
Poynting flux given by Eqs. (15) and (16). b) Ohmic heating distri-
bution, in arbitrary units. These results correspond to the transverse os-
cillation of a prominence thread with ρf/ρc = 200, ρev = ρc, l/a = 0.2,
a = 1, and Lthread = 0.2L. The magnetic Reynolds number is Rm = 106.

By making use of the divergence-free condition given by
Eq. (10) to compute bϕ, we have produced an example of the
two-dimensional distribution of the time-averaged Poynting flux
around the resonant layer, for a partially filled thread.

The arrow plot in Fig. 9a shows that energy is fed into the
resonant layer by concentrating it over the dense thread sec-
tion. The amount of energy flux in the radial direction is de-
termined by the jump in < S r > (see Stenuit et al. 1999, for a
one-dimensional example in ideal MHD). The resistive layer is
on a scale where both the ideal and resistive terms of the per-
turbed electric field can be of similar magnitude, but each of
them could be dominant over different regions of the domain.
For instance, the jump in < S r > is determined by the ideal
term in Equation (15) which is dominant in the thread region
and zero in the evacuated part of the tube. Hence the energy in-
flow towards the resonance in the radial direction comes from
the interior of the tube and is determined by the spatial profiles
of the transverse velocity component and the compressive mag-
netic field perturbation. Note that the amplitude of the kink mode
is smaller outside the tube compared to inside and also that the
evacuated part of the tube is much less dense than the thread.

Once in the layer, the energy flow is diverted along the field
lines in a manner determined by < S z >, with a small radial con-
tribution that is due to the resistive terms in Equation (15). Such
as corresponds to the Alfvénic character of the mode inside the
resonant layer, the dominant term in Equation (16) involves the
azimuthal velocity and magnetic field perturbations, vϕb∗ϕ. This
quantity decreases linearly along the field lines, producing the
lessening in the parallel Poynting flux towards the foot-point.

A60, page 10 of 12

Arregui+(11)  

Energy flows 
and dissipates 
along field lines 

Energy flux into 
the resonance

Energy flux into 
the resonance

Wright & Thompson (94); Arregui+(11)

Energy flows into the resonant in the cross-field direction 
and gets damped along the field



Damping does not mean Dissipation 
wave energy transfer - phase mixing - resistive diffusion 

Resonant damping

Resistive dissipation important when

Phase-mixing > creation of small scales

This scale is reached in a time

Rm = 1012 Rm = 104

 NO heating 
during oscillation

see also Lee & Roberts (86); Davila (87)

⌧damping ⇠ R
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tra = 1/(lla|!0
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lra =⇠ (Rm|!0
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Heating during
 oscillation

l/R = 0.1

�damping/P = 13

tdi�/P = 170

l/R = 0.5

�damping/P = 3

tdi�/P = 500

l/R = 0.1

�damping/P = 13

tdi�/P = 0.36

l/R = 0.5

�damping/P = 3

tdi�/P = 1

To obtain observational evidence about dissipative processes might be difficult



Evolution of the Density Gradient
Cargill+(16)

Analysis of the feedback between heating and density

Wave heating cannot sustain 
the assumed density structure

Initial density profile 
evolves to a localised peak

initial density

density in response  
to heating

Fundamental difficulties for wave-based heating mechanisms

Poster  
I. De Moortel



Alfvén Wave Turbulence 
Van Ballegooijen + (11,14);  Asgari-Targui + (13)

Photospheric foot-point motions transported along loops - reflected at 
chromosphere and TR- counter propagation of waves  - energy into small scales by 

Alfvén wave turbulence 

Dynamic plasma response remains to be included - temperature and density profiles

Heating rate increases with field strength - larger for shorter loops

Dissipation rate able to reproduce chromospheric and coronal heating requirements

Realistic lower atmosphere modelling favours AC heating with sufficient energy flux 



Observational signatures of AWT 
De Moortel + (14)

CoMP Doppler shift oscillations - broad range of frequencies - similar power 
spectra at both sides of a large trans-equatorial loop system (prop. speed 500 km/s)

Excess of high frequency power at the apex suggests possible evidence of low/mid 
frequency waves cascading into Alfvén wave turbulence 



Observational signatures of AWT 
De Moortel + (14)

CoMP Doppler shift oscillations - broad range of frequencies - similar power 
spectra at both sides of a large trans-equatorial loop system (prop. speed 500 km/s)

Excess of high frequency power at the apex suggests possible evidence of low/mid 
frequency waves cascading into Alfvén wave turbulence 



3D Global Numerical Models
e.g.  Sokolov + (13) - Van der Holst + (14)

AWSoM - 3D

Address coronal heating and solar wind acceleration

  Able to reproduce observed EUV emission and produce solar wind predictions

AWSoM

STEREO



Nanoflare heating 

Parker (88)
Small scale (unobservable) magnetic reconnection event 
Converts magnetic energy into plasma motion 
Energy gets dissipated by turbulence

                                 

A nanoflare is “an impulsive energy release on a small cross-field 
spatial scale without regard to physical mechanism” 
This definition includes wave heating

Klimchuk (06,15)

Talk 
N. Viall



Nanoflare Observations

No direct evidence - only indirect but robust signatures



3 phases

1 Rapid heating

2 Cooling by thermal conduction

3 Equilibrium between conduction  
    and radiation

A single nanoflare is not enough

Nanoflare Heating - Modelling
Klimchuk (06)



Nanoflare Frequency
low frequency high frequency

repetition time > cooling time repetition time < cooling time

Analysis of the temperature distribution  
of the plasma, as a diagnostic tool for  

the heating frequency

see e.g Guennou et al. (13)



Nanoflare Frequency and Coronal Emission
A unifying pictureKlimchuk (15)



Hood + (2016)
Nanoflares could be a consequence of an instability in cascade among fibrils in 
multithreaded loops 

Loss of equilibrium in one of them spreads the instability to the remaining fibrils 

Avalanche of nanoflares

Time evolution of electric current



Analysis of time-lags between SDO/AIA light curves at different wavelengths

Nanoflare Heating Signatures
Talk 

N. Viall

Viall & Klimchuk (11)



Forward modelled emission from an active region heated by nanoflares

Synthetic predictions agree (qualitatively) with observed corona

Nanoflare Heating Signatures
Bradshaw & Viall (16)



Detection of FeXIX emission @ 592.12 A         T= 8.9 MK 

Interpreted	as	evidence	of	presence	of	nanoflare	heating

1 MK 
Corona

Superhot corona: 
10 MK

Lower Atmosphere: 
0.1 MK

EUV Normal Incidence Spectrograph2013 Eunis sounding-rocket observations 

Nanoflare Heating Signatures
Brosius, Daw, Rabin (13)



NuSTAR Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array

Initially designed to explore emission from X-ray sources, such as BHs 
NuSTAR ha produced evidence about the presence of nanoflares

Nanoflare Heating Signatures

X-rays 2-3 keV 3-5 keVEUV SDO/AIA

Hannah + (16)



Summary
Coronal heating problem

- Waves present beyond doubt 
- Damping quantified / dissipated energy not 
- Most models are simple, but robust  
- Observational consequences not fully developed                        

- No direct evidence for nanoflares  
- Models are simple 
- But observational signatures developed and robust

- An evolving problem  
- We have substituted a single problem by a 

bunch of problems (including controversies)

- All mechanisms remain plausible 
- Many advances theory and observations 
- Need to develop model comparison techniques

Most considered heating 
theories remain plausible                                                                  

Comparison between 
theory and observations       
is essential                                         

all models are wrong, but some are useful - George E. P. Box 


